
 
 

INDIA ROUND-UP 
 
USDINR: Asian stocks are trading higher, following the positive close in the US stock markets. News of US banking 
regulators looking to ease the capital requirements under Volcker rule fired up the banking stocks in US. Today, 
Asian currencies are trading mostly flat. NDF is showing an indicative open of around 75.55 levels on June 
futures. USDINR has strong support around 75.45/50 levels and resistance near 75.80. RBI intervention cannot 
be ruled out at lower levels. Therefore, one can wait for the pair to rise to initiate fresh shorts and look to cover 
near 75.50 levels. If the pair sustainably trades below 75.45, then it can test the next zone of support between 
75.10/75.25 levels, where longs can be considered.   
 

 
 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 
 
Euro: Talk of US imposing tariffs on $3.1 billion of imports from EU is weighing on Euro. Possibly a combination 
of net long positions from speculators, as indicated by CFTC COT report, and delay in the approval of the EU 
fiscal package is not allowing for EURUSD to resume the uptrend. Consolidation may become protracted. 
EURUSD has support between 1.1140/60 zone. EURINR can test 84.40/50 levels. 
 

 
 
GBP: GBPUSD continues to languish inspite of recovery in risk assets and news of reopening in UK. GBPUSD has 
support around 1.24, followed by 1.2330/50 zone. GBPINR can test 93.50 levels.    
 

  
 
JPY: Uptick in risk assets and a strong USD, pulled JPYINR lower, towards 70.70 levels. This pair has strong support 
near 70.40 levels and resistance between 71.20/30 region. Incase JPYINR breaks down below 70.40, it can 
decline towards 69.90/70.00 region. 
 

 

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2
USDINR 75.45          75.20          75.80                76.00                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2
EURINR 84.50          84.20          85.10                85.40                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2
GBPINR 93.80          93.40          94.40                94.90                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2
JPYINR 70.40          70.00          71.00                71.30                



MACRO VIEW: 
 
The first quarter of FY21 has seen some major news flow, by way of COVID’s spread, balance sheet strain of 
corporates, surging public debt, expanding fiscal stimulus and monetary support and even sovereign downgrade. 
However, the impact on USDINR has been muted. That seems odds especially when one considers the data of 
RBI’s spot purchases of the US Dollar. It could very well cross $ 30 billion, if RBI maintains the weekly run rate 
for the last two weeks of June. This will be the second highest spot purchase of spot US Dollars in quarter. The 
highest being in Q3FY14, when RBI had opened the NRI foreign currency deposit scheme.  
 
How come USDINR remained flat during Q1FY21, in spite of RBI buying so aggressively and especially at a 
time, when financial flows are expected to be lower than usual, even accounting for the inflows to R-Jio, due 
to COVID disruptions? 
 
Ans: In balance of payment, current account flows and financial account flows and RBI’s spot $ purchases 
cancel each other out. Or  
 

Balance of Payment Identity 
 
CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCE + FINANCIAL ACCOUNT BALANCE + RBI NET $ PURCHASE IN SPOT = 0  
 
 
Let us keep aside the role played by RBI. We will focus on current account and financial account. One way of 
understanding current account as the spread between national income and national spending. National 
spending comprises household consumption, corporate spending and government expenditure.  
 
Once the lockdown occurred, in India and around the globe, on people venturing out and on trade as well, the 
following may have occurred: 
 

 Aggregate household spending may have fallen more than aggregate household income. This 
phenomenon was exacerbated by high income inequality. The spending drop occurred not just with 
those households who every month save a chunk of their income but also with not so well off households, 
who need to spend almost every penny of income every month. As a result, the household savings may 
have increased. 
 

 Corporates may have also had a similar experience, as spending over their dropped as well as demand 
evaporated and supply chains got disrupted. Therefore, corporate savings may have risen as well. 
 

 Government has been running a tight budget even before COVID struck. Post COVID, a sharp fall in tax 
revenues and fear of sovereign downgrade may have muted the increase in their expenditure. 
 

The result of these three changes may have caused domestic surplus or savings to expand significantly during 
April-June quarter. At the same time, financial flows have continued, possibly at a slower pace. Since FY10, 
during April-June quarter, average $18 billion has been the capital flows, with some year higher and some years 
lower than the average. When an economy is functioning normally, with avenues for trade and savings flow (or 
capital flow) intact, current account and financial account cancel out each other. However, this time, they were 
reinforcing each other. If RBI would have allowed the imbalance to remain, then the large surplus (domestic 
savings and foreign savings) would have caused a sharp appreciation in the Indian Rupee. Rupee would have act 
as a balancing mechanism. A strong Rupee would have made Indian asset expensive thereby reducing financial 
inflows and even causing financial outflows. At the same time, strong Rupee would have increased real 
disposable income of households. Higher real disposable income would have increased household consumption 
share of the GDP. This would have rebalanced the surplus in the economy. 
 
RBI looking to recoup its reserves it sold during March quarter begun mop up this surplus. The high surplus and 
financial flows from foreigners allowed RBI to keep mopping up the reserves without any upward impact on 
USDINR. Therefore, in a way, knowingly or unknowingly, RBI may have averted a sharp fall in USDINR by 
absorbing the surplus. Once the BoP data for April-June quarter is out in a three months’ time, I expect to see a 
decent current account surplus along with financial account surplus before RBI’s outflows by way of spot $ 
purchase.  
 



Going forward, as the economy comes out of lockdown, economic activity will restart completely and this will 
erode much of the excess savings in the economy. However, between now and the complete re-opening RBI 
may have to remain on bid, at least during that time, when capital flows are increasing, otherwise, we can 
see a sharp appreciation in the Rupee against the US Dollar. 
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